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Abstract 
In this article we present and analyze the modified quadrature method for strongly elliptic boundary integral 
equations of negative order on smooth closed curves. The method employs a modification that extracts the 
singularity appearing in the kernel or in some of its derivatives. Moreover, the composite trapezoidal rule is used for 
approximation of the integral. The modified quadrature method is proved to have the maximal rate O(h -p+ ‘) of 
convergence for operators of order p < 0 in general, and 0(h-P+2) for a large class of operators appearing in 
applications. Some numerical experiments confirming our theoretical results are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Various quadrature methods for the approximative solution of the Symm’s integral equation 
have been introduced and analyzed quite recently. In [11,12] some “unconventional” quadra- 
ture methods that are based on full discretization of a Petrov-Galerkin method are presented. 
The modified quadrature method, which uses the extraction of the logarithmic kernel singular- 
ity and the trapezoidal approximation for the integral, was studied in [2,9]. 
A family of simple quadrature methods for strongly elliptic boundary integral equations of 
negative order was discussed in [lo]. These methods were presented for the integral equation 
(1-l) 
where the kernel k(t, 7) is one-periodic with respect to both of the variables t and 7. 
Equations of this kind are obtained from the boundary integral equations with a smooth closed 
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boundary curve by using a one-periodic parametric representation of the curve. Let N E N and 
ti = ih, i E Z, be a uniform mesh with h = l/N. First the integral operator L is replaced by the 
trapezoidal approximation with respect to this mesh, and then, for a fixed parameter E E [0, 11, 
the collocation is required at the points tl = (i + ~)h, 0 <i <N - 1. So, we obtain for the 
unknowns ui 2: u(t,> the quadrature equations 
N-l 
h c k(tf, tj)u,=f(tf), O<i<N-1. 
j=O 
(1.2) 
It is shown in [lo] that if the order of L is p < 0, then for E # i the method (1.2) is stable and 
convergent with the maximal rate O(hpP). However, the value E = 0 is not allowed if - 1 G p < 0. 
The improved rate O(h- p-t1) is obtained if L is of the special form covering the operators 
occurring in applications and E is chosen suitably. In case of Symm’s operator, these particular 
choices are known as E = i and E = 2, but for other operators they have to be determined 
numerically. 
In this paper we apply for the approximative solution of (1.1) the modified quadrature 
method, which is based on the decomposition 
(Lu)(t) =a(t)u(t) + j,'k(t, T)(u(T) -u(t)) dr, a(t) =klk(t, T) d7. (1.3) 
Using the trapezoidal rule for the integral in (1.31, and collocating at the mesh points ti, we get 
for the unknowns ui = u(t,> the equations 
N-l 
a(t,)u,+h c k(tj, tj)(uj-uJ=f(tJ, Ofi<N-1, 
j=O,j#i 
(1.4) 
and the corresponding approximation 
N-l 
(LhU)(t) =a(t)U(t) + h C k(t, tj)(u(tj) -U(t)), 
j=O 
(1.5) 
for the operator L. The matrix equation equivalent to (1.4) is _lZ&= Y, where 2/= 
(U “,“‘, +_I)=, F= (f&J), . . . ,f(t,,-I))= and Zh is the matrix with the entries 
N-l 
1; = hk(ti, tj), if i #j, Zi”i = a(ti) -h c k(ti, tj). 
j=O,j#i 
The stability and the convergence with the maximal rate O(h-P+l) for the method (1.4) are 
proved. Moreover, if L has the special form mentioned before, the maximal rate 0(h-p’2) is 
achieved, thus giving a better convergence result than that of (1.21, even with the optimal values 
of E. We also point out that if the kernel k(t, T) is symmetric, the modified method (1.4) yields 
a symmetric coefficient matrix, whereas for the method (1.2) with E # 0 the matrix becomes 
nonsymmetric. In the general case the function (Y is not explicitly known, and so some 
numerical approximation (Ye must be used. Hence we obtain the equations 
N-l 
ah(ti)iii+h c k(ti, tj)(Gj-iii) =f(tJ, O<i<N- 1, 
j=O,j#i 
(1.6) 
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for the unknowns iii; the approximation of L related to (1.6) is i,, defined by 
N-l 
487 
(L,,u)(t) =ah(t>U(t) +’ C k(t? tj)(“(tj) -u(t))o (1.7) 
j=O 
The previously described results are proved to be valid also for the method (1.6) if ayh is a 
sufficiently accurate approximation of (Y. 
In many applications the boundary integral approach leads to a system of strongly elliptic 
boundary integral equations. Our results presented here for a single equation can easily be 
extended also to such cases. 
The case of p = 0 requires analysis different from the one presented here and is covered by 
[5-81. Notice that a general pseudodifferential operator can be reduced to an equivalent 
singular integral operator, and this new formulation can further be used for approximate 
solution as well [3]. 
2. Preliminaries 
For the analysis we introduce the Sobolev spaces H”, s E R, of one-periodic distributions u 
with the norm 
II+= P(O)l” 
[ 
+ k~z*lk12slqk)12 1 1’2-, 
where a(k), k E Z, are the Fourier coefficients of u, and Z * = Z \{O). 
The classical pseudodifferential operators have a representation as an expansion of opera- 
tors of the particular type [4]. Namely, with the notations 
(Q;u)( t) := C I k I”;( k)eik2P’, 77 E K 
ktL* 
(Q?u)(t) := ~~*sign(k)lkI~li(k)e’*‘“‘, 
the classical pseudodifferential operator L of order p E R has the form 
L=A+B, (2.la) 
where the main part A is given by 
(Au)(t) = aoWW + ~+W(QP,u)(t> + dO(Qfu)(% (2.lb) 
with the smooth one-periodic coefficients a,, a + and a _ E CT(R). The remaining part B : H" -+ 
Hs-P+l, s E R, has for any r E No the decomposition 
B= iBj+K,+I, (2.lc) 
j=l 
such that Bj is an operator of order p -j having the form 
(Bj~)(t)=bX(t)ci(O)+bC(t)(QP,-ju)(t)+b-'(t)(Qp~ju)(t), (2.ld) 
with b& ICE C;(R), and K,+l : H” + Hs-p+r+’ is a bounded operator for all s E R. 
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Next we define the discretizations L, and i,, for the operator L given as a Fourier 
representation (2.1). These coincide with the approximations (1.5) and (1.7) in case of integral 
operators. Let R, be the operator defined by 
N-l 
(Rho) =h C u(tj)6j(t), u EH~, s > ~, 
j=O 
where Sj is the one-periodic Dirac distribution associated with the mesh point tj. We set 
(L&(t) := +>U(t) + (L&u)(t) - (L&l)(t)+), (2.2a) 
(L/P)(~) :=c&)+) + (L&u)(t) - (LR,l>(+(t>, (2.2b) 
where a(t) = (Ll)(t) and a,(t) is a numerical approximation of cr. 
In the following we assume L to be of the form (2.1) and L,, Lh of the form (2.2), and 
analyze the methods (1.4) and (1.6). Using the values {zA,},!!~’ given by (1.4) or the values 
{Ui}i?i’ given by (1.6), we can determine an approximative solution as a function by interpola- 
tion. Here we have chosen this solution to belong to the space Th of one-periodic trigonometric 
functions uh, 
uh(t) = C cneinfTt, c, E C, Ah = {n E HI - +N < n < $N]. 
n EA, 
Introducing the interpolation operator Qh : H” --) Th, s > i, 
N-l 
(Q,u)(t) = h c c u(tj)ein2n(t-ih), 
nEAh j=O 
we write, for the purposes of the error analysis, (1.4) equivalently in the form 
u/, E T,,: Q,L,u, = QhLu, (2.3a) 
and (1.6) in the form 
ii, E Th: Q&i,, = Q,,Lu, (2.3b) 
if UEHS, s>/?+i. 
In the next sections we prove the stability and the convergence results for the methods (2.3). 
However, some conditions concerning the operator L have to be assumed. Since our considera- 
tions are restricted only to uniquely solvable equations, the operator L : H” + Hs-p, s E [w, has 
to be a one-to-one mapping. In addition to this, L is supposed to be strongly elliptic, which 
provides the existence of such a function 19 E CT@) that 
y:= !$!{Re[o(t)(a+(t) -a-(t))], Re[e(t)(a+(t) +u_(t))]} >O. (2.4) 
Moreover, we suppose that the order p is negative. The last requirement refers to the 
coefficients a,, a, and a _-) and is as follows: there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
inf lao(t)l 2 C, ;zmjDn(t)\ >CJ& n En;, (2.5) ten2 
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where A; =A,\(Oj, and for n EAT, 
D,(t) := (a+(f) + sign(n)a_(f))lnlP 
+ kz*(n+(t) +sign(kN)a-(t))(Jn +kNIp-lkNla). 
Here and in the following, C > 0 denotes a generic constant independent of u and the mesh 
parameter h. The condition (2.5) is valid for the operators with the coefficients a,(t) # 0, 
a+(t) # 0 and a _= 0. Particularly, the latter property is satisfied for the boundary integral 
operators whose principal symbol o(t, 5) is an even function with respect to 5 [4]. This is the 
special form of L, which, as mentioned before, appears in applications. 
In the following theorem we show some consistency properties of the approximation L, of 
L. 
Theorem 2.1. Let L be the operator given by (2.1) and L, by (2.2a). If t E R and u,, E Th, then 
IIQ,(L, -L)u,Ilt-P G Ch-p+‘Ilu, tlt-p+v (2.6) 
Moreover, if in definition (2.1) the coefficient a _ = 0, then we have 
II ML, - L)u, III-p G Ch-p+211u, IL-p+z. (2.7) 
Proof. (a) L =A. The approximation L, = A, has here the form (2.2a) with a(t) = a,(t). For 
uh E Th there further holds 
(Az~J(f) =a&)Gz(O) +a+(t>((QP,),u,)W +dt,((Q”)/~,)(t>, (2.8) 
where 
((Qsh)(n + ICN) = ~;nJlnla~hCn)~ 
n =O, kE Z, 
n EAZ, k=O, 
(2.9) 
,y(kN)(ln + kNIp - IkNJP)B,(n), n EAT, k E Z*, 
with X(k)= 1, kEZ*, in case of Qz=Q$, and x(k)=sign(k), k 
inequalities 
1 c ~ln+k~l~-lkNJ”)(~2l~~~~-ll 2 (5+k~IP-21n12, 
keh* k=l 
( ,g @w)( I * ~+k~lP-lk~lb)~~21Plk~~l~+k~la~‘l~l, 
E z*, if Qp = Q!!. The 
X 
(2.10) 
with real values 5 and q between -n and n, obtained as a consequence of the mean value 
theorem, imply now by (3.10) (in Lemma 3.3 to be presented later) the results (2.6) and (2.7) for 
L =A. 
(b) L = A + B. By (2.2a) th ere holds L, - L = (A, -A) + (B, - B), where 
((Bh -B)Uh)(t) = [ ( J? (Bjh -Bj> +Kr+I(R~ _‘))Un](‘) - CKr+ltRh -l)l)(t)Uh(t), 
j=l 
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for any r E N,. As above, it can be shown that 
(IQh(~jh-~j)UhIll_p~Ch-P'i+lllllhIIt-P+l, .i=l,***>r* (2.11) 
In addition to this, we need the following lemma, which can be proved analogously to [lo, 
Lemma 2.41 (here for all the real indices). 
Lemma 2.2. Assume t E R, Y E N, Y 2 ( t - p I + i. Then for K,+l : H” - IYF~+~+~, s E R, holds 
11 QJC+,(& -G, lit-p G Ch-p+2h, Ilt-p. (2.12) 
Provided that r 2 ) t - p I + z, the estimates (2.11) and (2.12) give 
II&/@/z -W,h-p G Ch-p+2114-p+~~ (2.13) 
which further, together with the results proved in (a), yields (2.6) and (2.7). q (Theorem 2.1) 
From the previous proof it is obvious that the representation (2.1) has a crucial role in our 
analysis. Namely, in order to retain the consistency properties (2.6) and (2.7) also for the 
complete operator L, we have to be able to choose r in (2.1~) sufficiently large depending on 
the value of t - p. 
3. Error analysis 
First we consider the modified quadrature method (2.3a) assuming L =A,, where A,, is 
given by (2.lb) with complex constants a,, a, and a_ satisfying the conditions (2.4) and (2.5). 
The approximation A Oh has the form (2.2a) with a(t) = a,. The following convergence results 
are now obtained. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that u E H”, s > p + +. Then (2.3a) with L = A, and L, = A,, is uniquely 
solvable, and there holds 
lh - u IL G Ch”-‘II u11s~ (3.1) 
for all p < t <s 6 t - p + 1. Furthermore, if a _= 0, we have the error estimate (3.1) for 
p<t<s<t-p+2. 
Proof. From (2.81, (2.9) and (2.5) follows that (2.3a) in this case has the unique solution uh E Th, 
with 
ii(O) + d ,Fz (a++ sign(ki\r)a_)(kNI’G(kN), n = 0, 
* 
z&&z) = (3.2) 
a++ sign(n + kN)a_)ln + kZVI’ii(n + kN), n EAT. 
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The convergence result (3.1) is shown to be valid, providing first the stability of the method. For 
u E H”, s > p + 3, we have by (3.2) the estimate 
[]uJ; =G c ]l;(o)l’+ c IkNI”‘“-“’ c IkN]‘“lb(kN)l’ 
i kEE* ktE* 
+ c ln12(s-P) In12P~q,)~2 
nrftx ( 
+ c In+kN12(+“) c 111 +/w~““~G(n +kN)12 
ksL* kEZ* )i 
which gives the stability result 
lI%Ils4~lls~ s>P+h 
As a consequence of the property 
Ij(Q, - I)u((, G C~q-p((uiiq> 0 Gp Gq, 4 > 4, 
proved in [lo, Lemma 2.11, and (2.3a) with L =AO, there holds for P =G t <s, 
II u - uh IIt G C( i/V - Q,b%(u - 4 iit+ + 11 Q/Ah - 4 I/-P) 
G +-‘I1 u - 4s + 11 Q&%, -A&, ill-a). 
Using (3.3), the inverse property 
]I&& < chp-411$&, uh E Th, P Gq, 





Next we suppose L to be given by (2.1) and L, by (2.2a), recalling also the assumptions (2.4) 
and (2.5). The stability and the convergence for the quadrature method (2.3a) are shown, 
employing a localization technique adapted from that of 111 for the collocation method. An 
analogous procedure for the quadrature method (1.2) has been used in [lo], and the results of 
[lo] can be applied to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. (i) Let p E (0, i>, 4 E CT(R) and u,, E Th be arbitrary. Then, for all t 2 /3 there 
holds 
I[&( A,&(+,) - +Ahuh) Ilt-p G ‘11 ‘h IIt-p, (3 J) 
where A, has the form (2.2a) with cr(t> = a&t>. Furthermore, if + E C~(Iw) satisfies $$I = 0, we 
have 
k&(~A&z@%)) I(~-B G cll uh 111 -pm (3.8) 
(ii) For any 6 > 0 there exist a CT(R)-partition of unity (4j}lf!l and, C~(R)-functions {cc/j}i!l 
with ccli I supp ,+, = 1 such that 
IlQ/z( V’Ji(Aih -Ah)uh) IIt-p G ‘11 ‘h Ilf + ‘11 uh IIt- 1’ (3 J) 
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if u,, E Th, t 2 p; Ai, is the operator (2.lb) obtained by freezing the coefficients a,, a + at a point 
Ti E supp &. 
Proof. (i) The estimate (3.7) is a direct consequence of the identity 
Q,(A,Q,(hJ - 4&u,) = Q&%Q,(44 - W&u,) 
and the inequality II Qh(AR,Q,<+,> - $AR,u,) II t-p < C II uh II t--p, p E (0, i), proved in [lo, 
Lemma 4.11. The estimate (3.8) follows by (3.7) from the equation 
Q~(+-%Q&%)) = Q&‘(A&k@h) - 4Ahuh)). 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of [lo, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.31, with the estimate 
II Q,(Q,“),u, II t-/3 1 < C II uh II I, t E R, implied here by (2.9) and (2.10). 0. 
Furthermore, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. If 4 E CT(R) and uh E T,,, then for all p E R! there holds 
11 Q,@%) lip G c bh b’ (3.10) 
This estimate can be verified by applying the inequalities of HGlder and Peetre. The proof is 
easy but, however, quite technical, and therefore is here omitted. 
The stability and the convergence for (2.3a) in the general case are obtained. 
Theorem 3.4. If u E H”, s > p + 3, then, for sufficiently small values of h > 0, (2.3a) is uniquely 
solvable, and the error estimate 
II” - Uhiir G chs-‘lblis (3.11) 
holds for all /3 G t < s G t - p + 1. Moreover, if a_= 0, we have the estimate (3.11) for /3 < t < s 
<t-p+2. 
Proof. (cf. [lo, Theorems 4.1-4.31). We assume that uh E Th k the UnklUe Solution of (2.3& 
and prove the stability of the method. Let 14i)l?!I, I$iILEl, CTiIlEl and Aih be as described in 
Lemma 3.2(ii). By virtue of (2.3a), the function Qh(4iuh) Satisfies the equation 
QhAihQh(d’iUh) = QhAiWiy Wi =A~“Q/z[AihQh(~iU/z) + d’i(Lu - Lh”h)l 7 
where Ai is the operator (2.lb) obtained by freezing the coefficients at the point Tie From the 
stability result implied by (3.3) we get II Qh($iUh) II s < C I( wi II S, s > p + $. Using the notations 
Tl ‘= 11 Qh[$i/i(Aih -Ah>Qh(d’iuh>l IIS-~7 T2 := 11 Qh[<l - d’i)(Aih -Ah)Qh(d’iUh)I Ils-p7 
T3 ‘= IIQh(AhQh(+iUh) - &iAhUh)Ils-P, T4 ‘= IIQh(+iCLU -BhUh))IIs-P~ 
we have 1.1 Qh(4iUh) II s 1 < C( T1 + T2 + T3 + T,), where q, i = 1, 2, 3, are estimated by (3.9), (3.8) 
and (3.7), respectively, and 
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by (2.13) and (3.6). Using (3.10), we obtain for any p E (0, i), 
II Q/z(4iu/z> IIs G ‘II Q/z(+iUh) IIs + C( II u/z IL--p + II u IIs). 
Choosing 6 > 0 small enough, there holds for uh = CiM_lQh(~iUh) the inequality 11 uh 11 S< 
C( 1) uh 1) S_-p + II u 1) ,). The estimate 
11 U/z Ils-P Q C( ll(I - Q,)L% IIs-p-p + 11 Q/G - J%&, Ils-P-P + II Q&db Ils-p-p) 
G qwl%ll, +ll4ls)~ 
implied by (3.4), (2.6) and (2.3a), further yields the stability result 
Il%lls4141s~ s>P+ k (3.12) 
if h > 0 is sufficiently small. From (3.12) follows that the homogeneous equation QhLhuh = 0 
related to (2.3a) has only the trivial solution uh = 0, thus proving the unique solvability of 
(2.3a). By using (3.12), the error estimate (3.11) can be shown, similarly to (3.5) (A, is here 
replaced with L). q 
Applying Theorem 3.4, we can deduce the corresponding results for the method (2.3b). 
Theorem 3.5. Zf i’h has the form (2.2b) with ah(t) = h,(t) := a,(t) + (BR,l)(t), then assuming 
u E H”, s > p + 3, equation (2.3b) has, for the values of h > 0 small enough, a unique solution 
ii, E Th such that 
II 4 - u IIf G Ch”-‘II u IIs, (3.13) 
for all p < t <s G t - p + 1. Moreover, if a_= 0 in (2.1) and if a,(t) = Z,(t) := a,(t) + b;(t) + 
(K,R,l)(t), then (3.13) isvalidforP<t<s<t-P+2. 
Proof. The statements are obtained by using the result of Theorem 3.4 for the equation 
Q,L,ii, = Q,L[u + L-‘&,((a - a,>ii,)] equivalent to (2.3b). We also need the estimate 
1) Q,( (a/j - +h) /t-/3 G WI u/z ILp, t E R> U/, E Th 7 (3.14) 
where K= -p+l if (Yh=(Yh, and K= -p+2for czh=dh. 0 
As an example we consider here the equation (1.1) with the biharmonic kernel k(t, T) = 
I x(t) -X(T) I 2 In Ix(t) --X(T) I, w h ere x : R +- T is a regular parametric representation of the 
smooth closed curve r. The equation is known to be uniquely solvable only for the circle 
x(t) =x,(t) := reifrf, r # ep112, e -3/4 For the general curve we assume that the unique . 
solution exists, and apply the results of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. For the determination of the 
modified quadrature equations (1.6) we employ the decomposition k(t, T) = act, T) + b(t, T), 
where 
Z(t) -x;(t)x”(t) +x:‘(t)x’(t) 
c(t) = T 
x:(t) 2(4(t))3 ’ 
Ax,@, T>=&(t) -%(T) 
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Table 1 
Approximate values of the potential; point z,, = (O&0.25); pointwise error; experimental rate of convergence; r,: 
x(t) = 2ei2=‘, r,: x(t) = (2 cos 2at, sin 2at) 
h r = r, r= r* 
@;&) I(@; - @)(z,)I ecr @p,h(z,) I(@: - @XZ”)l ecr 
1 
ii; 2.19075150 6.55.10P4 - 0.927 288 75 4.55.10-5 - 
1 Tz 2.19138651 1.97.10-5 5.0520 0.927 33187 2.44.10-6 4.2239 
1 64 2.191405 64 6.11.10-7 5.0129 0.927334 23 7.44.10-8 5.0350 
1 Tsii 2.19140623 1.91.10-S 5.0032 0.927334 30 2.31.10-9 5.0103 
1 2% 2.19140625 5.95.10-‘0 5.0007 0.92733431 6.98.10-” 5.0465 
2.19140625 a 5.0000 b 0.92733431’ 5.0000 b 
a Exact. 
b Theoretical. 
and b(t, 7) = k(t, 7) - &, 7). Above, x(t) and x,(t) are regarded as complex values. We 
choose r = 1, and use the equality 
IW)12 
4n2 
+ iRe(c( t)ei2Tt) =: so(t) 
and the trapezoidal approximation /db(t, T) d7 = hCylo’b(t, tj> =: PJt). So, we obtain for (Y 
the approximation (Ye = (Ye + ph such that a&t> = a&t> + b:(t) and Ph(t) = (K,R,l)(t). Since 
the principal symbol of the biharmonic single-layer operator is of the form (~(t, 5) = d(t) I 5 I -3, 
we have a_= 0. Thus, the better convergence result of Theorem 3.5 is available, giving the rate 
O(h’>. 
In Table 1, numerical experiments are presented for the potential 
@(z)=/n’~~--x(~)~~ In ]z-X(T)] ~(7) dT=:(Fu)(z), z~[W*\r, 
and for the trapezoidal approximation @t< z) of @,Jz> := (Fu,)(z), where uh is the modified 
quadrature solution. As in [lo], the estimate I Q(t) - @,h(z) I < Ch’ II u II 2 can be deduced from 
the previously described results. The potential CD is approximated at the point z0 = (0.5, 0.25). 
First we consider the case of the circle r,: x(t) = 2ei2T’, and choose f(t) = 32 cos 4rt. The 
exact solution is u(t) = 96 cos 4Tt, and the corresponding potential at the point z = (tl, z2) is 
Q(z) = 12( 2: - z,‘) - (z: - z,“). The experimental rate of convergence given by 
1 I(@ - @%)(zo)l 
ecr= In 21n I(@-@;)(z~)~ 
is calculated, and the theoretically predicted rate 0(h5> is obtained. This example was studied 
already in [lo] by using the method (1.2). It can be observed that the approximated values here 
are remarkably more accurate than those of [lo]. The other case concerns the ellipse r2: 
x(t) = (2 cos 2~rt, sin 2~t). Now we assume that f(t) = 4 cos 27~t. Since the exact solution u is 
not known, it is replaced by the quadrature solution corresponding to h = A. Again the 
experiment confirms the theoretical result. 
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